
Visy executive chairman, Anthony Pratt, wants the Asian food boom to account for about 20 per cent of his paper and packaging group’s earnings by 2020.
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Packaging company Visy is expanding its plastics operation in Thailand with a new lightweight jar that is three-

quarters the weight of existing products and which gives the Melbourne-based company the chance to export further

into the region with major customer Dole.

The company has nearly doubled its factory in Rayong, south-east of Bangkok, to 10,800 square metres and invested

$6 million in an extrusion blow moulding machine – only the third of its type in the world. This, with the

accompanying automation, allows the company to produce jars for Dole to export for filling in China and the

Philippines and fill locally in Thailand.

In a business where product weight and size of product runs are crucial, Visy designed the jars with Dole.

The new machine can produce 120 million jars a year and Simon Shale, general manager of Visy’s Asia Plastics unit,

says while the initial contract is for an annual 45 million, this is likely to rise, .

“We anticipate we should see 10 per cent growth year-on-year for the next three to four years,” Shale says. “It could

end up approaching 80 million if we do our joint work properly.”

Visy executive chairman, Anthony Pratt last month (http://www.afr.com/p/national

/paper_group_not_immune_from_cuts_6pfhyehWYdzZnP6EOLQCwM) said he wants the Asian food boom to

account for about 20 per cent of his paper and packaging group’s earnings by 2020. It has a turnover of about $4

billion. The 28-gram jars, 30 per cent lighter than the current alternatives, widen Visy’s high-end product range and

position the company to expand further with Dole, owned by Japanese trading company Itochu, which has an

extensive distribution chain in China.

The new machine is made by Italian company, Techne. When BRW visited the plant last week it had only been

working for three days. But the barrier propylene jars, which give fresh fruit an unrefrigerated shelf-life of 15 months,

show how the company is expanding and how it is seeking to tap Asia’s growing appetite for higher-quality food..

Privately owned Visy, which produces lower-end technology PET bottles in its own plant in Vietnam and in a joint

venture in Malaysia, opened the Thai plant in 2009 to supply Dole with 500-million barrier propylene cups for fruit. It
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was previously producing 180-million of the cups at its Clayton plant outside Melbourne and made the decision to go

to Thailand to be closer to its new customer and avoid shipping large numbers of plastic cups from Australia.

“The first part of the factory showed that with the cups we’d

differentiated ... With the jar line, we now have a double product

offering ”

While wage costs are lower in Thailand than Australia, that wasn’t the driver for the move, Shale says.

“The first part of the factory showed that with the cups we’d differentiated,” he says. “We were not in Asia for cheap

labour. We were in to get the best value, the lowest cost now to support our customer as the market grows. That was

one product, one line. With the jar line, we now have a double product offering. We’ve gone from extruding sheets and

thermo-forming to extrusion blow moulding. The high-end technology side means we have had to go into injection

moulding closures and caps.”

The company is looking to expand further, he says. Dole wants Visy to follow it into Indonesia, but that country is a

harder market to work in and the company has to work out the best way to manage its next expansion, Shale says.

“Within the next three to four years we’d like to have a broader picture across south-east Asia,” he says.

*The writer travelled to Thailand with the Thai government’s Board of Investment.
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